The primate hippocampus plays critical roles in the encoding, representation, categorization and retrieval of cognitive information. Such cognitive abilities may use the transformational input-output properties of hippocampal laminar microcircuitry to generate spatial representations and to categorize features of objects, images, and their numeric characteristics. Four nonhuman primates were trained in a delayed-match-to-sample (DMS) task while multi-neuron activity was simultaneously recorded from the CA1 and CA3 hippocampal cell fields. The results show differential encoding of spatial location and categorization of images presented as relevant stimuli in the task. Individual hippocampal cells encoded visual stimuli only on specific types of trials in which retention of either, the Sample image, or the spatial position of the Sample image indicated at the beginning of the trial, was required. Consistent with such encoding, it was shown that patterned microstimulation applied during Sample image presentation facilitated selection of either Sample image spatial locations or types of images, during the Match phase of the task. These findings support the existence of specific codes for spatial and numeric object representations in primate hippocampus which can be applied on differentially signaled trials. Moreover, the transformational properties of hippocampal microcircuitry, together with the patterned microstimulation are supporting the practical importance of this approach for cognitive enhancement and rehabilitation, needed for memory neuroprosthetics.
Introduction
The mammalian hippocampus located in the temporal lobe of primate brain exhibits interconnected circular neuron fields in which CA1 and CA3 cells form a hierarchical network to process sensory information into memory (Mishkin et al., 1997; Lavenex et al., 2006; Amaral and Lavenex, 2007) . The hippocampal formation plays a crucial role in the encoding of information during memory formation, as well as in categorization and retrieval during memory retention (Hampson et al., 1999a (Hampson et al., , 2004a (Hampson et al., , 2013 . Disruption of hippocampal processing produces memory deficits in animals (Murray et al., 1998; Hampson et al., 1999b; Zola and Squire, 2001 ) and humans (Scoville and Milner, 1957; Munoz et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2014 ). An intriguing question regarding the functional roles of CA1 and CA3 cell fields concerns how spatial and image information is actually processed by cells within these structures (Hampson et al., 1999a (Hampson et al., , 2004a (Hampson et al., , 2013 Agarwal et al., 2014) . One hypothesis posits that cognitive mechanisms in CA1-CA3 may use the input-output transformational properties of hippocampal laminar microcircuits to generate spatial representations and to categorize images and/or numeric features.
Spatial location of objects is encoded by spatial memory that also represents information about their spatial orientation (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Moser and Moser, 1998; Brun et al., 2002) . It has been shown that spatial memories form a cognitive map which represents spatial configuration of the optimal path for navigation between arbitrary pairs of points (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Moser and Moser, 1998; Hampson et al., 1999a; Hirabayashi and Miyashita, 2014) . In addition, hippocampal cells appear to also have the ability to categorize information in terms of filtering out a multitude of object features to keep only those that might be used for later recall (Hampson et al., 2004a (Hampson et al., , 2013 . However, unexpectedly, the number of images/objects presented also appear to represent a numeric category (Sagiv and Ward, 2006; Hampson et al., 2013 ). An important characteristic of such numeric categorization is the encoding of displays with the same number of images irrespective of the types of individual images (Snyder et al., 2012; Pagano and Mazza, 2013) .
To address the issue of spatial encoding and numeric/feature categorization, simultaneous recording of CA3 and CA1 cells using multi-electrode arrays (Hampson et al., 2004b) and tetrode recording (Santos et al., 2012) was carried out in four rhesus monkeys performing a delayed-match-to sample (DMS) visual discrimination (Hampson et al., 2004a (Hampson et al., , 2013 task in which spatial location and the number of images were performance factors. Results show that neurons in the hippocampal microcircuits (Sybirska et al., 2000; Förster et al., 2006; Carr and Frank, 2012; Hirabayashi and Miyashita, 2014) within subfields CA1 and CA3 differentially encode visual stimuli (spatial position or the object/numeric features) presented in the same DMS task. These findings show that hippocampal neurons may have the capacity to respond to numeric categories (i.e., numeric quantity) of task related images, in a manner that facilitates performance under conditions where information content from other categories is excessive. Therefore, our results indicate that processes like: (a) spatial encoding, and (b) numeric categorization, occur in the hippocampus of all nonhuman primates performing a cognitive task.
The transformational input-output properties of hippocampal microcircuitry generating spatial representations and categorizing features of objects, images and scenes are consistent to the ongoing paradigm shift in the understanding of memory, by demonstrating a differential encoding of spatial location and categorization of images in the activity of hippocampal cells. The patterned microstimulation applied during the sample image presentation facilitated selection of either sample image spatial locations or the types of images, support the practical importance of this approach for cognitive enhancement and rehabilitation, especially for memory neuroprosthetics.
Methods
Four adult male rhesus monkeys (9, 10, 12, 14 kg) were trained on a spatial-object rule-based match-to-sample (DMS) visual discrimination task (Hampson et al., 2004a (Hampson et al., , 2013 ) (see Supplemental Information). While the monkeys were engaged in the behavioral task (see Supplemental Information), we recorded single-and multiunit responses in the hippocampal CA3 and CA1 subfields. The great majority of neurons were recorded simultaneously, in separate behavioral sessions with tetrodes (Santos et al., 2012) . All surgical and behavioral procedures conformed to the guidelines established by the National Institutes of Health and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Wake Forest University. We pooled data from multiunit recordings to construct population responses and used trial-based analysis to study the effect of task conditions and time on the population responses. We developed a unique microstimulation approach based on MIMO model (Hampson et al., 2013 ) that allowed us to identify performance facilitation in various task contexts (encoding and categorization of trial types). The order of the experiments was: (1) each animal was simultaneously trained in both the object, spatial and both combined elements of the DMS task; (2) neurophysiological recordings in each animal, (3) electrical microstimulation using the MIMO model in each animal. The timeline of the experiments was: (1) animal training to fully master the DMS task required training 5 days per week for 1-2 years;-all animals were trained to a 80-90% correct performance level of the task required for continuing in the study; (2) neurophysiological recordings in the DMS task was performed one to two times per week for a determined period of time to collect the data necessary to test the experimental aim; (3) electrical microstimulation with the MIMO model was performed in each animal one session per week during 1-2 months. Detailed descriptions of methods are provided in the Supplementary Material Section.
Behavioral Paradigm
Four nonhuman primates (NHPs), were trained (Hampson et al., 2004a (Hampson et al., , 2013 to move into 25 cm clipart images on a 1.0 m × 1.0 m video projection screen by positioning the hand on a counter mounted to the chair, within a two-dimensional coordinate system that was video tracked by a fluorescent marker attached to the back of hand. Right limb (arm) position was tracked via an illuminated UV-fluorescent reflector affixed to the back of the hand and digitized and displayed as a large yellow cursor on the projection screen. Each monkey was trained to perform a visual delayed-match-to-sample (DMS) task for juice reinforcement. Animals performed 150-200 trials per 60-90 min DMS test session (Hampson et al., 2004a) . The DMS task ( Figure 1A and Figure 1S ) consisted of a Sample and a Match phase in which an image presented in Sample phase was responded to and then a delay period of 10-90 s duration (selected at random) with the screen blanked and only the cursor illuminated. At termination of the delay interval, 1-6 nonmatch or "distracter" images were displayed together with the Sample image constituting the Match phase of the task in which placement of the cursor into the same image as presented in the Sample phase produced an immediate juice reward via a sipper tube positioned near the animals' mouth. Trials were separated by a variable 3 or 10 s inter-trial interval (ITI).
All animals were trained to a stable baseline performance level of 80-90% correct over all trials in a session (Figure 1B) , however, as shown previously performance accuracy varied directly with difficulty or "cognitive workload" determined directly by the number of distracter images presented in the Match phase of the task (Hampson et al., 2004a) . Sets of clip art images were changed frequently to maintain the trial-unique features of each session of the task and to prevent discriminative learning of image sets.
Experiments were designed such that object and spatial trials were presented randomly. Training and re-training was continued on a daily basis. The training was performed in steps, beginning with object contingency (yellow ring) and one image presentation, then the number of images was increased to 2 images for several weeks until performance was above the 80% threshold, and have repeated the same steps until the number of images was increased to 7 images. There was no interference between past and current tasks because the same task was employed continuously after the mechanics of the image dependent contingencies were performed adequately to allow presentation of all types of images in the same exact context throughout the time over which the results were presented. All animals performed to criteria and were monitored daily for changes related to task manipulations.
MIMO Model for Hippocampal Neural Activity during the DMS Task
A multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) nonlinear dynamic model applied to spatiotemporal patterns of multiple recordings from primate hippocampal CA1 and CA3 neurons capable of extracting patterns of firing related to successful performance was applied to the same DMS memory task used here. The MIMO patterned stimulation was previously used to facilitate and recover performance when administered to the same locations as patterns of electrical pulses (Hampson et al., 2012a (Hampson et al., , 2013 . This type of general Volterra kernel-based nonlinear model used in earlier studies (Berger et al., 2011; Hampson et al., 2012a Hampson et al., ,b,c, 2013 Opris and Ferrera, 2014) was employed to assess spatiotemporal nonlinear dynamics to predict CA1 output firing patterns via synaptic connectivity via input patterns of CA3 neural activity in primate hippocampus (Klausberger and Somogyi, 2008; Deguchi et al., 2011; Hampson et al., 2012d ). The MIMO model was applied to recordings from the multiple tetrode probes described in Figure 1 , and is structurally similar to the model shown to facilitate DMS performance when applied to NHP hippocampal and prefrontal cortical neurons in prior studies (Hampson et al., 2012a (Hampson et al., , 2013 .
Results
An intriguing question regarding the functional role of CA1 and CA3 microcircuits concerns how spatial and object information is actually processed by cells within these subfields that encode and retrieve memories (Hampson et al., 1999a (Hampson et al., , 2004a (Hampson et al., , 2013 . To answer this question, four nonhuman primates (rhesus macaques) were trained to perform the delayed match to sample (DMS) task described above with the instruction to select in the Match Phase: (1) the retained features of Sample image, no matter what position was presented on the screen (object trials), or (2) the previously presented position of the image in the Sample phase irrespective of image features (spatial trials), as illustrated in Figure 1A and Figure 1S . The animals successfully executed arm-tracking movements to the appropriate visual targets for rewards in the Match phase of the DMS task that required selection of either the Sample image or position appropriately on object vs. spatial type trials. The DMS task incorporated key features of Sample target location, and the number of images (2-7) which could appear in any of eight locations on the screen in the Match phase after variable durations of the intervening delay period (10-90 s). These factors were reflected in the animal's behavioral performance levels during encoding and selection of object stimuli as shown in Figure 1B ). There was no significant difference in behavioral performance determined with respect to the variance between individual animals. This showed that performance across animals was not significantly different from the mean values shown in Figure 1B . Figure 1C shows how neural connections carrying taskrelated information in cortical areas and in hippocampal subfields CA3 and CA1. Figure 1D illustrates the recording paradigm for hippocampal subfields CA1-CA3. Neurons in CA3 and CA1 are interconnected in a distributed network between prefrontal, parietal and temporal cortices ( Figure 1C ) that processes spatial and object signals within the brain. Overall 677 neurons were recorded from the hippocampal CA1 (382 cells) and CA3 (295 cells) subfields in four animals. All of the recorded neurons that met the following criteria: (a) fired at rates higher than twice of baseline firing during the Sample, Match or both phase (n = 302/382 cells in CA1, 79.06% and n = 240/295 cells CA3, 81.35% of recorded cells); (b) showed significant spatial encoding during spatial trials in the Sample phase (n = 80/302 cells in CA1, 26.49% and n = 55/240 cells in CA3, 22.92% of recorded cells), (c) had significant firing activity during the Match phase on object trials (n = 165/302 cells in CA1; 54.64% and n = 143/240 cells in CA3, 59.58%) during image categorization and (n = 129/302 cells, 42.72% in CA1 and n = 85/240 cells, 35.42% of recorded cells in CA3) during numeric categorization. An illustration of such hippocampal cell firing in response to task contingency in CA3 and CA1 is shown in Figure 1E .
Position Encoding by Hippocampal Subfields CA1-CA3
Hippocampal cell firing during the Sample phase of the DMS task reflects the encoding of stimulus features (spatial position vs. object (image) type), required for accurate retrieval and selection of the remembered target in the Match phase (see Figure 1A) . Figure 2A shows the raster and peri-event histograms of two neurons recorded simultaneously from CA1 and CA3 with differential firing on Spatial and Object trials. Both cells responded only to the spatial cue but not to the object features during sample target presentation. In the Match phase the two cells respond differentially to both spatial location and object features. To assess spatial preference of the two cells during position encoding (in the Sample phase) in Figure 2B and Figure  2S is shown their spatial tuning (firing to preferred location), and both cells fired higher when the target was located on the right side of the screen.
As stated previously, subpopulations of neurons recorded in CA1 (n = 80 cells) and CA3 (n = 55 cells) exhibited significant peaks in mean firing (CA3: z = 22.58, p < 0.001 vs. CA1: z = 27.12, p < 0.001) during the Sample phase, but only on Spatial trials ( Figure 2C) . However, these same cells fired to both Spatial (CA3: z = 10.95, p < 0.001 vs. CA1: z = 19.42, p < 0.001) and Object (image) features (CA3: z = 9.28, p < 0.001 vs. CA1: z = 10.59, p < 0.001) during responding in the Match phase of the same trials. Thus, cells that fired during Sample presentation exclusively to encode spatial position, fired to both Spatial and Object stimuli during the Match phase. Figure 2D shows a similar overall spatial preference in the hippocampal subfields CA3 and CA1 (p >0.1, Rayleigh), together with the overall distribution of cells.
Image Feature and Object Trial Categorization by Hippocampal CA1-CA3 Subfields
Cells in the hippocampus of NHPs are known to categorize objects and/or screen images according to the features and number of items seen (Hampson et al., 2004a (Hampson et al., , 2013 Kourtzi and Connor, 2011) . Figure 3 shows the categorization of features that appear in randomly selected screen clip-art images used in the DMS task such as: flowers (green), animals (pink) and buildings (blue). The three hippocampal cells shown in Figure 3A respond with higher firing rates to only one image category and with lower firing when the other two illustrated images occurred in the Sample phase. This trend is consistent at the population level in which a subset of cells from both hippocampal subfields ( Figure 3B ) identified previously as having specificity for Sample phase firing (see above), also responded significantly (CA1, n = 165 cells; CA3, n = 143 cells; p < 0.001, ANOVA) to only one of three assessed image categories (flowers, animals or buildings) presented on different trials. Category specific activity for this subset of cells is shown in Figures 3C,D for normalized and peak firing rates, respectively.
Categorization of Numeric Features by Hippocampal Subfields CA1-CA3
The appearance of images on the screen in the Match phase varied from trial to trial which affected behavioral performance in a linear manner according to the number of images (2-7) from which the Sample (object or spatial position), had to be selected ( Figure 1A) . Behavioral performance was dependent on the number of "distracter" images presented ( Figure 1B) which was also consistent with the increase in Match Response latency Figure 1S ). Hippocampal CA1&CA3 neural activity was also analyzed in relation to categorization as a function of number of images in the Match phase. The ratio of neurons recorded in each hippocampal subfield with enough trials to assess categorized Match phase firing was 129/302 in CA1 and 85/240 in CA3, and these combined showed activity that varied significantly [F (1, 2139) = 12.85, P < 0.001, ANOVA] as a function of the number of images in the Match phase screen display on a given trial. Figure 4A shows peri-event histograms of individual cells recorded in CA1, in which each row represents a distinct cell and each column represents the firing of different cells, when presented the same number of images, from 2 to 7). For each of these cells (CA1, n = 6) and (CA3, n = 6) the firing pattern was compared across the number of images in the Match phase ( Figure 3S ). Each cell shows peak activity for a particular number of images and a systematic drop-off of activity as the number varied from that preferred value (Hauser et al., 1996; Nieder, 2005) . Figure 4B is shows "numeric tuning" of the preferred normalized activity (Piazza et al., 2004) of the same neurons from CA1 (top) and CA3 (bottom). To rule out the fact that firing could represent a particular screen shape or configuration other than the number of images, Figure 4S shows 2 hippocampal cells that fire preferentially to four images but have a different spatial tuning on the Match phase screen.
To evaluate this dependence across the population, the activity of each "number" category of selective neurons was plotted as a function of the number of images for both CA1 and CA3 ( Figure 4C ). Significant increases in firing activity (related to normalized baseline firing) of cells in CA1 and CA3 were obtained only on trials with the preferred number of images on the screen in the Match phase (CA1: p < 0.001, n = 129; CA3: p < 0.001, n = 85 cells; ANOVA) compared with trials with other image numbers in the Match phase.
Population neural filter functions (Nieder et al., 2002) were calculated by averaging the normalized activity for all neurons that preferred a given number of images. In Figure 4D we plotted activity as a function of distance from its preferred quantity (Nieder and Miller, 2004) . On average, activity dropped off gradually with numerical distance (p < 0.001, Wilcoxon signed ranks test) for the Match phase CA1 (red) and CA3 (blue) intervals. Figure 4E shows that both hippocampal segments CA3 and CA1 show a steady distribution of preferred number categories in the match presentation phase. 
MIMO Stimulation during Sample Phase in Hippocampal Ensemble CA1
To further test whether hippocampal firing encoded the position of the sample target, or the numerical representation of the match phase screen, we applied the patterned stimulation previously shown to facilitate performance in the DMS task (Hampson et al., 2013) . The application of the multi-input multi-output (MIMO) nonlinear model allowed extraction of a configuration of electrical (bipolar) stimulation pulses (20 uA amplitude and 1 ms duration) delivered to the same CA1 subfield from which task-related firing was obtained ( Figure 1D and Figure 5S ). This is shown as a functional diagram in which neural firing in hippocampal subfield CA3 was recorded with a multi-electrode array (Hampson et al., 2004b; Santos et al., 2012) and fed into a nonlinear multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) math model. Alter processing input signals from CA3, a pattern of electrical pulses (from a multi-channel stimulator that mimicked the output signals of correlated firing of CA1 cells) was simultaneously delivered to CA1 electrode locations, in the Sample phase on correct trials (Hampson et al., 2013) . The diagram of the MIMO model driving a multichannel stimulator with output to CA1 electrode locations is illustrated in Figure 5S . Figure 5A shows an example of MIMO stimulation with induced behavioral tuning to a preferred spatial location (0 • ) compared to the Nostim trials. Figure 5B shows the performance difference in 10 sessions illustrating the general trend of facilitated spatial tuning ( Figure 5B) .
The effectiveness of MIMO stimulation delivered to the CA1 subfield is shown in Figure 5C where the preference effect on stimulated (Stim) vs. No-stim trials is compared for spatial codes in all (n = 20) stimulation sessions. The significant difference in mean % correct performance for MIMO Stim vs. NoStim trials is based on the underlying spatial preference [F (1, 239) = 11.56, p < 0.001, ANOVA; Figure 5C ].
Another effect of MIMO stimulation was to facilitate performance during categorization of object images during the Sample phase compared to similar categorizations on Nonstim trials. Altogether, the preference and correct performance levels on MIMO Stim trials were significantly higher than levels on no-stim trials [Facilitated vs. Control: F (2, 238) = 12.78, p < 0.001, ANOVA; Figure 5D ]. Thus, MIMO stimulation enhanced spatial location encoding and categorization ability of cells in the CA1 hippocampal subfield. 
Discussion
The primate hippocampus is widely regarded as the primary memory structure in mammalian brain with critical roles in encoding, representation, categorization and retrieval of cognitive information (McEchron and Disterhoft, 1999; Malkova and Mishkin, 2003; Squire et al., 2004; Rolls et al., 2005; Smith and Mizumori, 2006; Pastalkova et al., 2008; Hartley et al., 2013) . It has been presumed that neural mechanisms underlying these cognitive functions use the input-output transformational properties of hippocampal laminar microcircuits in the subfields CA3 and CA1 (Sybirska et al., 2000; Förster et al., 2006) . Consistent with this view, three crucial aspects dealing with encoding of (1) spatial location, (2) categorization of numeric features, and (3) distributed processing, in primate hippocampus, are demonstrated for the first time in the above descriptions.
Encoding of Spatial Location
These findings provide new evidence about how spatial information is processed in the CA1 and CA3 subfields of primate hippocampus. Two groups of cells, in subfields CA3 and CA1 exhibited preferences for spatial location following the presentation of the Sample target (Figure 2) , but only on Spatial and not on the Object trials. Spatial preference was further supported by MIMO model stimulation which increased correct performance on the same spatially preferred trials (Figures 5A,C) following delivery during Sample encoding on the same trials. Therefore, the facilitation effect of MIMO stimulation of hippocampal subfields in CA1 supports the role of these microcircuits in encoding spatial positions of targets in the task.
Hippocampal microcircuit cells in CA3 and CA1 undergo a marked change in firing during memory encoding of trial specific information that occurs immediately after trial rules switch from Spatial to Object. Once the rule code for the trial is known via response to the focus image, cells in the hippocampal microcircuits integrate and select signals corresponding to certain Sample image categories such as animals, buildings, flowers (as shown in Figure 3 ), or number of images (Figure 4) . These findings provide insight into the neural basis of numeric categorization and processing in primate hippocampus.
Categorization of Numeric Features and Limitations
A second insight into the function of hippocampal microcircuits deals with the categorization of numeric features. One key aspect of numerical competence is the encoding and detection of multiple items (i.e., categorization). Both humans and animals have numeric competence (Nieder and Miller, 2004) and hippocampal cells have been shown to encode specific details of information within particular categories (Hampson et al., 1999a (Hampson et al., , 2004a (Hampson et al., , 2013 ) (hence categorization) within the match phase, based on the number of images (Objects), as shown here, confirms this function. This finding of numeric categorization in the primate hippocampus provides significant insight as to how it numerical selectivity in primate hippocampus is accomplished. As shown in Figures 3, 4 cells display higher firing for one of the screens containing a certain number of images and a systematic decrease in activity, as the number varied from the preferred value. This "numeric tuning" provides a signature of the preferred firing of the selective neurons forming "number" categories for all the trials (2-7 images) in the task. When compared across numeric categories, neural activity was proportionately attenuated as the numeric separation from the preferred value increased (Figure 4C) . Moreover, facilitative MIMO model stimulation delivered during the Sample (encoding) phase of the task, was likely to have promoted categorization by CA1 neurons and that is what improved both spatial encoding and performance in the Match phase of the task. Although this study did not examine "numerosity" per se, the firing of hippocampal cells in Figure 5 , exhibited statistically significant values for encoding and categorizing numeric features of image presentations (Object). This result is somewhat unique, especially because cognitive variables such as decision making, motor planning and reward expectation have been demonstrated by these same cells (Hampson et al., 2004a (Hampson et al., , 2013 Pennartz et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2013; McKenzie et al., 2014) .
Distributed Encoding of Spatial and Object Categories
A third important detail of categorization revealed by these findings is the distributed encoding of spatial and object categories in hippocampal CA1-CA3 neural ensembles (Eichenbaum and Fortin, 2003; Hafting et al., 2005; Naya and Suzuki, 2011) . These results indicate that hippocampal neurons participate in high level, abstract visual representations by categorizing the object features and/or the number of images on a screen that distracts object selection. Contrary to the expectation drawn from single neuron studies in prefrontal and parietal cortices (Nieder et al., 2002; Nieder and Miller, 2004; Piazza et al., 2004; Nieder, 2005) , some hippocampal neurons were tuned for the "number of items on a visual display" providing evidence that pyramidal neurons in both CA1 and CA3 are part of a distributed neural network primed to categorize visual features (Goldman-Rakic et al., 1984; Moser and Moser, 1998; Sybirska et al., 2000) . These results support the idea of a distributed neuronal code for spatial and object categories in the primate brain including prefrontal, parietal, temporal cortices and hippocampus (Goldman-Rakic et al., 1984; Freedman and Assad, 2009; Carr and Frank, 2012; Wang et al., 2014) . Such a distributed network for Spatial and Object categories with key nodes in prefrontal, parietal and temporal (hippocampus) cortices, integrates composite features of Objects in order to convey supra-modal invariance to sensory changes.
Spatial representation and its cellular basis in primate hippocampus has been previously described as "view cells" and object place cells by Rolls (1999) . Such hippocampal "spatial view" neurons respond significantly different for different spatial views (centered in different frames) and encode information in their firing rates about the spatial view, but do not respond differently with respect to place, head direction or eye position (Rolls et al., 1997; Robertson et al., 1998) . Rolls et al. (2005) demonstrated that an episodic memory system with separate and combined neuronal representations of objects and where they are seen "out there" in the environment, is present in the primate hippocampus. The results shown here indicate that spatial representation can be dissociated from object features.
Finally, it is important to recognize that the transformational properties of hippocampal microcircuitry, together with the patterned microstimulation, applied during the sample image presentation facilitated selection of either sample image spatial locations or types of images. MIMO model stimulation which mimicked the endogenous specific pattern, markedly improved categorization performance ( Figure 5D ) is supporting the practical importance of this approach for cognitive enhancement and rehabilitation, such as in memory neuroprosthetics (Opris, 2013) .
Conclusion
These unique results show for the first time that CA3 and CA1 hippocampal neurons in primate brain encode spatial information during the Sample phase and categorize numeric features during the Match phase of DMS task (Freedman et al., 2001; Porrino et al., 2005; Deadwyler et al., 2007; Hampson et al., 2013) . These crucial aspects dealing with encoding of spatial location, and categorization of numeric features appear to be systematically distributed within primate hippocampal CA1-CA3 subfields. Furthermore, applying task and performance specific MIMO model microstimulation was capable of enhancing encoding of spatial and object features. These findings support the existence of distributed neuronal codes for spatial and object cognitive information in primate hippocampus (Freedman et al., 2001; Rolls et al., 2005) . Moreover, these results support the importance of this approach for cognitive enhancement and rehabilitation (Opris, 2013) , especially relevant for memory neuroprosthetics.
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